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SI 1. Single reactivity proton catalyst model
For the reaction network representing the single proton deactivation, Figure 3 , the reaction steps are shown in Table S1 . Table S1 . Intermediary steps for the single proton deactivation cycle, Figure 3 .
Reactions
Reaction number Rate The dynamics of the system can then be studied by looking at the solution of:
.
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SI 2. Effect of active catalyst site number density on reaction cycle
The complete catalytic cycle involves reaction steps where interaction between surface proton sites or carbenium ions and the products occurs in the reaction medium. When the number density, σ, of the active proton sites changes, the product formation is affected which affects the whole reaction cycle. We will quantify the effect of σ by re-adjusting the reaction rate parameters as follows.
Consider the formation rate of the oligomer Cn = (product in reaction medium) and C3 + (surface intermediate) given by:
The concentration of coreagents iC4 = and C3 = is accounted for in the respective lumped elementary reaction rate constants. Kinetic solutions apply to differential conditions.
The maximum surface coverage of C3 + , H1 + and all other surface intermediaries at any time can be σ. We therefore, normalize the surface intermediates by σ. Eq. (1) Eq. (S4) accounts for the catalyst number density in the parameter k11 and product formed Cn = . We are going to use the above analysis to write down the time dependent rate equations for all product and surface intermediaries. What is interesting is that the surface density contribution can be accounted for by modifying all adsorption rate constants (k6, k7, k11, k11') by a factor σ and plotting the normalized product formation per initial active site density.
In all our discussions hereupon, the reaction rate constants (ki) and product concentrations as defined in Figure 3 , 8, 9, and Tables S1, S2, S3 will already include the contribution of number density σ (unless specified otherwise).
SI 3. Dual interacting proton catalyst model
The reaction network representing the dual site interacting proton deactivation, Figure 8 , the reaction steps are shown in Table S2 .
The corresponding time evolution of surface and product species is: Table S2 . Intermediary steps for the dual interaction proton catalyst model, Figure 8 .
Reactions
Reaction number Rate
The corresponding time evolution of surface and product species is: 
The normalized species balance is: The dynamics of the system can then be studied by looking at the solution of:
X S v 
Where X is the column matrix containing concentration of the different species:
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SI 4. Two independently active proton catalyst model
For the reaction network representing the single proton deactivation, Figure 9 , the reaction steps are shown in Table S3 .
Reaction Cycle (a) Reaction Cycle (b)
R7 R8 R9 R'10 R11 R'9 R'10 R'11 Table S3 . Intermediary steps for the dual independent proton catalyst model, Figure 9 .
Reactions, Rx. Cycle (a) Reaction number Rate
The overall production rate of Cn = is:
The 2 species balances are:
Since 2 distinct reaction cycles are involved, the following 2 stoichiometric matrices: can be written The dynamics of the system can then be studied by looking at the solution of:
Where 12 , XX are the column matrices containing concentration of the different species: . , Figure S3 . Surface concentration plots (on the left) and log of rate of change of concentration plots for the dual interacting and non-interacting proton catalyst model for the respective 3 cases (a,b) ;(c,d); (e,f) as mentioned in Figure 17 .
SI 5. Nonlinear dynamics analysis of the dual site interacting two proton model

The mean field solutions and phase portraits
In this section, we will analyze the mean-field solution of Eq. (1) and visualize the corresponding phase portrait and the dependence on the parameter values.
The mean field solutions Eq. (1) can be re-written in dimensionless form by the transformations, t'=k32t, p=k12/k32, q=mk13/k32 as
With n1(t=0) =1-n4, n2(t=0) =n3(t=0 )=0. A surface site can be in one of four states. The probability that the proton is in the reactive proton state H1 + is n1, in the deactivated state H2 + , n2, and in the less reactive state acidic H3 + is n3. A site can also be not occupied by a proton with probability n4. Because of conservation of surface species, 
with:
For the mean-field analysis, we only consider cases with n4=0 (ni'=ni, q'=q). Because of the scaling used in Eq. (S5) and (S6), mean field results can be readily converted into explicit dependence on n4. Stochastic simulations, for which such scaling is not always possible when n4 is not equal to zero, will be discussed in the next section SI 5.2. Note that the presence of inert sites n4 on the catalyst surface is equivalent to a surface with reduced catalyst site density σ where σ = 1-n4. . We will show that we can distinguish 4 different cases that depend on whether p > 1 or p < 1 and p/q >> 1 or p/q << 1. We will illustrate this by qualitatively discussing the respective phase portraits of dependence of n1 with n2 for these 4 cases. A useful way to do this nonlinear analysis is to determine the crossing point of n3 over n1.
For the system represented by Eq. (S5a) and (S5b) (we consider n4=0, so ni'=ni, q'=q), the 2 fixed points in the (n1, n2) space are (0, 1) and (
, − ). Since p/q > 0, the fixed point (
, − ) (which is a saddle point) always lies outside the region of interest since n2 can never be negative.
The Jacobian matrix at the fixed point can be written as
At the other fixed point (0, 1), the Jacobian becomes
with determinant, Δ=p+q, and the trace τ=-p-q-1, such that τ 2 -4Δ=(p+q-1) 2 >0 which represents a stable node at (0,1).
The eigenvalues (λ1, λ2) can be obtained by solving the characteristic equation: λ 2 -τλ+Δ=0 (or picking the diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix) to obtain
The corresponding eigenvectors are obtained by solving:
To give
); 2 = (
The state space, all the possible set of (n1, n2) values a trajectory originating from (1, 0) can go through, is defined as:
For any phase portrait in this state space, the slope of a trajectory at any point can be written as 
The equation of the isocline γ=1 is given by,
Any trajectory originating from the initial point (1, 0), for any parameter choice, will have a slope 2 1 = −1 such that it is always parallel to the n1+n2=1 curve initially.
We will use Figure S4 to deduce the behavior of the isoclines on the parameter values and use this information to explore 4 possible cases. Figure S4(a) shows the behavior of a typical isocline γ=1(dashed line). The triangle formed by the lines n1+n2≤1, n1=0, n2=0 is the state space, Ω. The solid line intersecting the isocline is the trajectory (n1, n2) originating from (1, 0). This point of intersection marks the point where dn3/dt=0. The region above the isocline is the region with dn3/dt >0 marking the region where n3 production by the non-linear effect is more than n3 depletion by decay to n2. The region below the isocline is the region dn3/dt < 0. Figure S4 (b) schematically shows the effect of increasing p on the trajectories for fixed q. Along the line n1+n2=1, we can calculate the slope -dn2/dn1, we call it γ*. γ* gives a fair estimation of how closely the trajectory is following the curve n1+n2=1(when γ*=1, trajectory will be sticking to the line). γ* is written as:
When p/q>>1, γ* reaches value close to 1, i.e. it sticks to the line n1+n2=1 more, indicating reduced nonlinear effect. As p/q reduces, the nonlinear effect leading to n3 generation deviates the trajectory further and further away from the n1+n2=1 curve, a direct consequence of the nonlinerity. With increasing q, the isocline deepens until it becomes almost parallel to n2=0 with concentration of n1 approaching 0 even when n2 is far from the stable node.
Note that for both Figure S4 (c) and S4(d), the sticking region reduces when p/q reduces. However, when p>>1, the trajectories have a higher tendency remain parallel to n1+n2=1 for longer times. For p<<1, no resistance is found to increasing q values since n1 to n2 decay almost stops playing a role beyond the initial decay times.
We will show in section SI 5.2 that when the condition p + 2q -1 > 0 is approximately satisfied, we will get a crossing point of the curves n3 and n1. This implies that there will always be a crossing point when p > 1 but in the case when p < 1 whether there will be a crossing point or not will depend on the value of q. When q is too small, there will be no crossing.
We will now discuss the different phase portraits and the corresponding transient behavior for the 4 cases outlined below. Corresponding time dependent profiles and the phase portraits are shown in Figure S4 -S5.
Case a: p > 1, p/q > 1:
In this case, decay of H1 + is exponential and a fast process. As such, formation of H3 + is negligible. There is always a crossing over of H3 + by H1 + . In Figure S5 (a1) and S5(a2), for parameter values p=100 and q=10, the phase portrait and the time evolution of the system is shown. The eigenvalues for vectors v1, v2 around the stable node (0, 1) are -1 and -110 respectively (v1 is the eigenvector parallel to n1=0), Eq. (S5). The trajectory enters the node along the slow eigenvector v1, Figure S5 (a1). In the time evolution curve, Figure  S5 (a2), this means that n1 will disappear after some initial time following which we see growth of n2 and decay of n3 on a time scale of k32. There is always a crossing over of H1 + by H3 + .
Case b: p > 1, p/q < 1
Decay of H1 + is still nearly exponential. There is substantial delayed production of H3 + . The amount of H3 + production and delay relates to q. This is illustrated in Fig. S4 (c) where a high p/q value makes the trajectory stick to the n1+n2=1 line, and a low p/q value shows a higher tendency for n3 formation.
In Figure S5 (b1) and S5(b2), for parameter values, p=10, q=100, the phase portrait and the time evolution of the system is shown. v1 is again the slower eigenvector, and hence trajectory will always enter parallel to n1=0, and hence the crossing over will always occur.
Case c: p < 1, p/q > 1
In this case, decay of n1 is purely exponential. There is always a crossing over when q exceeds a particular value (p + 2q -1 > 0). No significant n3 production happens because of the low value of q with respect to p. In Figure S6 (c1) and S6(c2), for parameter values, p=0.1, q=0.01, the phase portrait and the time evolution of the system is shown. The isocline and the trajectory overlap with the n1+n2=1 curve, Figure  S6 (c1) and thus H1 + decay to H2 + happens exponentially on a time scale of k12.
This case shows a strong non-exponential decay of H1 + . H3 + production becomes significant, depending on the nonlinear parameter q. Crossing over occurs for higher values of q (p+2q-1 >0). n3 production again has a substantial delay compared to the deactivation of n1.
In Figure S6 (d1) and S6(d2), for parameter values p=0.1, q=10, the phase portrait and the time evolution of the system is shown. When p<<1, the sticking region offers no resistance to the trajectories, Figure  S4(d) . This is seen in Figure S6 (d2) where a sudden non-exponential decay of n1 is observed after an initial slow exponential decay. Beyond this initial time, the decay rate k12 does not play a role. Cases b and d are the most interesting cases. As we discussed in sections 3 and 4, they relate to experimental decay patterns of the alkylation reaction. It is also interesting to note that both cases c and d will undergo crossing over of H3 + by H1 + beyond a certain parameter set, but the production of n3 in case c is negligible, so we do not consider this case explicitly. Figure S7 shows one such parameter set for case d where no crossing over is observed.
Case d is also interesting since the role of p in determining the dynamics of the system is minimal. When p<<1 and p/q << 1, a small production of n2 will lead to strong nonlinear coupling between H1 + and H2 + leading to H3 + generation. p only determines the time until which the nonlinear coupling initiates but does not modify the dynamics of the system beyond that. Figure S8 shows that as long as the condition p/q << 1, is satisfied the inherent rate of decay of H1 + to H2 + , p, plays a minimal role in determining n3,max. The system waits for an initial decay of H1 + to H2 + following which the nonlinear interaction between H1 + and H2 + overtakes. 
Crossing over analysis
Determining the critical parameter values for a crossing over to occur is important since it helps predict the species (H1 + or H3 + ) that is going to be present in majority at larger time. This, in turn, can be used to calculate whether the major product formed is due to reaction with H1 + protons or H3 + protons.
The following condition states that if crossing over of n3 over n1 occurs, then at the point n1=n3, the slope dn3/dt>dn1/dt. The absence of such a point will imply the absence of crossing over. The inequality is written as − 3 + . 1 2 > − . 1 − . 1 2 , at n1=n3= 1-n1-n2 (S16)
This leads to the following expression:
Since 4q.n1 > 0 for all n1,
This gives us a necessary condition for crossing over but not a sufficient one. A representative figure, Figure S9 , shows the crossing over around this condition.
(a) (b) Figure S9 . Time based plots of state probabilities n1, n2, n3. On the left, p+2q=0.9 (no crossing over), on the right p+2q =1.3 with crossing over.
It is important to observe that for case d in SI 5.1 (p<1, p/q<1), maximum in n3 occurs around the same time when state probabilities n1 and n2 are almost equal.
When p<<q, dn1/dt = -p.n1 -q.n1.n2 ≈ -q.n1.n2 (pn1 << qn1n2). Eq. (S5) can now be rewritten as:
The system is now initialized with n1=1-ε, n2=ε, n3=0 at t=0 (ε<<1). ε plays the role of perturbing the system from its initial state (n1 ,n2)= (1, 0) to (1-ε , ε). This is required since if n1=1 at t=0, there will be no further deactivation (since p≈0).
Note that, |dn1/dt|≈|dn2/dt| around the point of intersection n1=n2, Figure S9 (the symmetry in slopes of decay of n1, n2 around the point n1=n2 breaks when p becomes comparable to or more than 1).
Under the conditions stated above, we can say when n1=n2, dn3/dt = 0,
The quadratic equation can be solved to give an approximate value of n1 = n10 when dn3/dt=0:
and n3,max:
At the point of crossing over when n1=n3, n1<n3,max. The maximum value of n1(=n3,max) can be used in Eq. (S18) for a better approximation in determination of the condition for crossing over
For q << 1, the equation again transforms to Eq. (S19).
We will continue the analysis of the most interesting case d, with relative rate parameters as expected for the alkylation reaction.
(a) (b) Figure S10 . n3,max vs q for p=0.01. Comparison of analytical expression obtained with the solution of mean-field equations. For small values of q, the match is exact. For higher values, the deviation increases until it becomes constant.
The validity of expression in Eq. (S28) is checked in Figure S10 where n3,max is plotted against q. The dashed line represents the analytical value calculated according to Eq. (S28), and the solid line represents the actual n3,max obtained by solving Eq. (S5). Figure S10 (a) compares the trend for small value of q and Figure S10 (b) extends the plot to high values of q. It is seen that there is a linear increment in the curve until q = 0.5, after which the curve changes slope. This also marks the point where the deviation of the analytical expression from the calculated mean-field solution starts to increases. The point q = 0.5 is located at the critical boundary of p+2q < 1 for crossing over. For small value of q, n3,max can be approximated to q/4 and for larger values of q, it takes the form 1 − 2/√ .
Stochastic simulations
The stochastic system comprises of a hexagonal lattice (Figure 12 ) with periodic boundary conditions to account for an infinite surface in the two Cartesian directions. The lattice has N rows and columns. Each lattice point can have 4 possible states, ni, i=1-4. At t=0, P4N 2 (0<P4<1) sites are chosen at random and assigned a state of non-reactive n4. For all t≥0, lattice points are selected at random from the remaining (1-P4)N 2 sites until the whole lattice is traversed.
At any time step, t≥0, if the randomly selected site (i, j) is n1, then with a probability P12, it converts to n2. If site (i, j) is n2, then each of the 6 neighbors of (i, j) are scanned for n1. If the neighbor is n1, it is converted to n3 with a probability P13 otherwise no action is taken. If site (i, j) is n3, then with a probability P32 the site is converted to n2. If site (i, j) is n4, no action is taken.
Probability parameters Pij are not entirely the same as the rate parameters kij mentioned in Eq.
(1). The following approach can be generalized to determine a relation between probability parameters and corresponding rate constants. Consider the conversion of n1 to n2 in absence of any other processes. The probability that n1 does not convert to n2 after n time steps (with a unit time step) is (1-P12) n . So, with a probability 1-(1-P12) n , n1 can convert to n2 any time between these n time steps. From continuum approach, the same probability for a first order process turns out to be 1-e -k 12 . The two probabilities can be equated to obtain P12=1-e -k 12 .
When establishing a match with mean-field equations Eq. (1), it turns out that the parameter m takes value equal to the number of nearest neighbors of a lattice site for the stochastic system. It is intuitive that the presence of a higher number of nearest neighbors increases the local density of n1 around n2 and a higher non-linear effect is to be expected. A master equation expression suggests the same. Figure  S11 (a1), for p/q > 1. However, a slight negative deviation in n3,max is noticed for case b when p/q < 1. This deviation increases in Figure S11 (c1), where p/q << 1, case d. However, for the same case d, when p/q approaches 1, the deviation reduces significantly, Figure S11 (c2).
The deviation from the mean-field situation is expected whenever p<1<q. The reason for this is the assumption of homogenous n1 density surrounding n2 in the mean-field analysis. Such a homogeneity breaks when simulations are performed where the nonlinear interaction of n1-n2 leads to generation of n3 regions that grow around n2. This reduces the overall non-linear effect, since n2 never sees the global n1 density but the density local to it. This effect will only be visible when the nonlinear rate dominates other rates, p<1<q. When the decay rate k12 is slower than k32 (p<1), the system has to wait for the transient n3 layer surrounding n2 regions to decay (following which n1 sites can interact with n2 sites) with a rate k32 to restart the nonlinear n3 generation process. The effective non-linear rate qeff,s under this condition becomes lower than q but still greater than 1. This effect diminishes as p→1(k12≈ k32) since while the system is waiting for n3 to convert to n2, a possible decay of n1 to n2 at any other lattice site will again initiate n3 formation. The effect also reduces when p<q<1. Here, the decay of n3 to n2 becomes quickest which reduces the time period of temporary blockage of n2 by n3 considerably.
It is also important to see that unlike the mean-field case where as q→∞, n3,max→1, n3,max(s), in the stochastic simulations, will not increase beyond a value of q=qmax since for q >> 1, k32 becomes so slow in comparison to k13 that it determines the overall non-linear rate by blocking n2 sites. A limiting value was already found when at q=qmax ~ 50 for p<1.
For the corresponding mean-field solution for case d with p<1<q, the rate of decay of n1 to n2 does not influence n3,max(see Figure S8 ). For the stochastic case, it is clear from the above discussion that increasing p will increase the value of n3,max. Because of temporary blocking of n2 by n3 , the decay of n1 to n2 helps regenerate the nonlinear process, thereby resulting in higher n3,max.
When n4 is non-zero and vacancies are present, the contribution to the decay time of n1 by the nonlinear rate is further inhibited. n2 regions over the lattice site are blocked by both n3 and n4 sites suggesting the deviation from mean-field solution should increase further. For any other case (a, b, c) , this deviation will be very small and the mean-field approach can still be used thereof.
The normalization for mean-field and stochastic simulations, in presence of surface vacancies n4, can be done by using transforming ni by ni'= ni / (1-n4). The mean-field solution represents Eq. (S5) with a modified nonlinear rate q'=q (1-n4).
The effect of n4 on n3,max is similar to the effect of q' on n3,max. In Figure S10 , the x-coordinate q can be replaced by q'/(1-n4) and transformed to get a new coordinate n4=1-(q'/q). Figure S12 shows the comparison of n'3,max obtained by the mean-field and stochastic simulations as a function of n4 when p=0.01, q=10. For the mean-field solution, when n4 = 0, q' = q and as n4→1, q'→0. In Figure S9 (a), when q<0.5, n3,max increases linearly with q. A similar argument holds true when n4>0 where n'3,max increases linearly with q' when q'< 0.5. For the case in consideration (p=0.01, q=10, n4>0), this occurs at a corresponding value of n4=1-q'/q ~ 1 -0.5/10 = 0.98. Now, n3,max will linearly reduce to 0 with increasing value of n4(for n4>0.98).
The value of n'3,max(s) for the stochastic simulations shows an interesting dependence on n4 which is quite different from the corresponding mean-field expression. An inflection point is observed around the value n4=0.5 below which the n3,max(s) curve decelerates to 0 for n4=1.
The inflection point represents a change in the mode of propagation of 'n2 regions surrounded by n3 regions with time' all across the lattice as shown in Figure 14 . When n4=0 (p<1<q), these regions start spreading outward at the earliest formation of n2 at any lattice site. In presence of inert sites, this propagation becomes difficult. It is clear that when n4=0.3, Figure 12 (a), there is always an open path in the form of n1 sites between any 2 of these propagating regions on the lattice. When n4 becomes very large, the system enters a blocked regime, Figure 12 (b). In this regime, the primary source of formation of H2 + by the nonlinear interaction is strongly hindered by the presence of inert particles that form closed regions on the lattice, restricting the propagation. This problem is analogous to site percolation. We define propagation of n2 surrounded by n3 as a measure of connectivity over the porous hexagonal lattice. For high values of n4, long-range connectivity is absent over the lattice, but for small n4, percolation of n2-n3 regions leads to connectivity of the order of lattice size. It is predicted that for a hexagonal lattice, at an occupation probability pc = 0.5, site percolation first occurs. The occupation probability, a measure of openness in the system, is the opposite of inert sites present in our system. The occupation probability is analogous to 1-n4,c, where n4,c is the critical n4 below which long-range connectivity is observed for the first time. It was observed that the stochastic simulations hit a critical point at n4,c=0.5 after which it enters a blocked regime(the inflection point). This matches the critical probability pc=1-n4,c=0.5 for the HCP lattice. The same situation can be observed by changing the number and arrangement of the nearest neighbor to generate different lattices. For a hexagonal lattice, the nearest number of neighbors, N=6. For a square lattice, N=4 and for a honeycomb lattice, N=3. The reason for choice of these lattices is that the percolation threshold has already been determined for theses lattice. For a square lattice, pc=0.59, and for a honeycomb lattice, pc=0.69. Stochastic simulations were performed for the 3 lattices with q=100, p=0.001, Figure S13 . Inflection point for the honeycomb lattice occurs at n4,c=0.3, 1-n4,c=0.7, which is close to critical probability pc=0.69. For the square lattice, inflection point occurs at n4,c=0.4, 1-n4,c=0.6, and the critical probability for the square lattice is 0.59. Note that, although q is same for all the 3 cases, n'3,max(s) is highest for N=6, and lowest for N=3 denoting the presence of increasing percolation with increase in nearest neighbors. As discussed before, for q>>1, n3,max(s) becomes constant and further increasing q will have no effect on the system. The question then arises, at what value of p, the inflection point will vanish or rather, at what ratio of k12/k32 will the blocking of n2-n3 regions by n4 stop playing a major role in determining generation of n3. Figure S14 shows the n'3,max(s) vs n4 curves for different values of p form 0.01 to 0.1. The inflection point occurs at n4=0.5 for p=0.01, 0.025 and vanishes at values of p>0.05. This is expected since with higher p, n1 decay to n2 at multiple lattice sites ensures that the decay of n3 to n2 does not become rate determining to initiate the further nonlinear formation of n3. Figure S14 . Comparison of n'3,max (s) vs n4 curves for different values of p from 0.01 to 0.1 (q=100). The inflection point is found to disappear for value of p>0.05.
